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Abstract. With the development of computer and Internet technology, it offers promis-
ing opportunities for research into Chinese semantics. There is a significance and urgent
need for semantic dictionary in natural language processing. In view of this, this paper
proposes a framework to construct semantic dictionary, takes a deep research on hyponym
and synonym extraction technologies, and builds a semantic dictionary construction plat-
form. The experiments show that platform can effectively extract hyponymy and synonym
relations, to provide basic data for the construction of domain semantic dictionary.
Keywords: Semantic dictionary, Synonymy extraction, Hyponymy extraction

1. Introduction. Knowledge base is a basic and indispensable resource for a variety of
natural language processing tasks. Most of the existing knowledge bases or ontologies are
about generic domain knowledge, which hardly meet the needs of specific domain areas to
conduct natural language processing tasks and provide knowledge services. The construc-
tion of semantic dictionary has become an essential job for natural language processing.
The core of semantic dictionary lies in the hyponymy and synonym relations of its units.
From the perspective of knowledge organization, hyponymy constitutes the basic struc-
ture of knowledge, and it is an essential step to transform unstructured information into
structured information so as to provide some basic support for ontology, knowledge base
construction, information retrieval, as well as obtaining additional information. Synonym
has been widely used in the field of natural language processing, because it can provide
extended query information for retrieval system, and also improve recall retrieval sys-
tem. Currently, semantic dictionaries, such as WordNet [1], MindNet [2], FrameNet [3] in
English and CCD [4], How-Net [5], HIT-CIR Tongyici Cilin [6] in Chinese, are manually
developed and updated slowly with low coverage of words. Meanwhile, automatic con-
struction of semantic dictionary in Chinese is still in the experimental stage in research
papers, and there is no automated or semi-automated construction platform [7,8]. In
addition, in the age of Internet, a variety of new terms not in the scope of traditional
semantic dictionary continue to appear and it is difficult for those traditional semantic
dictionaries to adapt the new terms. There is also a trend of domain semantic dictionary
construction in every trade. In view of this, this paper takes a deep research on hyponymy,
synonym relation extraction and tree structure generation technologies, and develops a
platform to facilitate the semantic dictionary construction process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces idea and framework.
Sections 3 describes the key technologies. Sections 4 describes the platform and its fea-
tures. Experiment and analysis are shown in Section 5. Finally, a brief conclusion and
future work are given in Section 6.

2. Idea and Framework. The data sources for hyponym extraction generally can be di-
vided into three categories: structured, semi-structured resources, and unstructured text.
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The methods of hyponym extraction can be divided into two categories: pattern-based
method and statistical method, and pattern-based approach is in mainstream of current
studies. Methods of synonym extraction can be divided into the following ones: dictionary
definition based method, literally and similarity based method, large-scale corpus-based
method, syntactic dependency structure based method and pattern matching method [9].
Thus, there are two aspects we should carefully examine: on the one hand, from the
perspective of discovery, it is to get hyponym and synonym without external input; on
the other hand, from the perspective of query, it is to obtain synonym and hyponym by
fully utilizing existing resources. In view of the analysis above, with some research results
our team have archived in recent years, this paper proposes a framework shown as Figure
1 [10-12].

Figure 1. Semantic dictionary construction framework

Structured data, such as existing subject headings, can be imported as an important
resource to construct semantic dictionary; for unstructured data, segmentation and POS
tagging are being conducted, rule-based and statistical methods are used to extract hy-
ponym and synonym relations, and semantic analysis between the relation pairs is pro-
cessed to choose those with a good score as source data to generate tree structure; then,
with some editing and proofreading, a semantic dictionary is well constructed.

3. Key Technologies.

3.1. Hyponym extraction. Here are some rules used to extract hyponym relation.
(1) Using comma as mark to cut sentences into units, when there is ´�« (ISA)

pattern, the word before ISA is a subclass, shown as E1. However, when there is a� (DE) after ISA, the word after DE is a parent class, and the word before ISA is a
subclass, shown as E2.

E1. ÊÏ¬N+´�«>6����"
(Common transistor is a current controlling element.)
parent class: current controlling element
subclass: common transistor
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E2. =��Þ´�«éÑ\/ÑÑ�Þa.£XáN(=k¾¤?1=�����"
(Converter plug is a kind of input/output connector (such as stereo turn XLR) for

conversion.)
parent class: connector
subclasses: converter plug
(2) Using comma as mark to cut sentences into units, there is d/Ì�d/��d/õêd/Ï~d (BY)|¤/�¤/Ü¤/�¤/|C/¤/|C¤/|Ü¤/ÊÜ¤ (CMP)

pattern, and the words before CMP are subclass, and the word before BY is a parent
class, shown as E3, except for the case when there is a � (DE) shown as E4.

E3. Ø>·´¡dØ>>b¡Ú7á�Ä�ÅÜ¤"
(The piezoelectric buzzer is composed by piezoelectric ceramic sheet and metal vibrating

plate.)
parent class: piezoelectric buzzer
subclass: piezoelectric ceramics, metal vibrating plate
E4. §ò���ud[È^!�!p�^��¡9�Ä�|¤�£´¥"
(It placed the magnetic circuit in the magnet routine made up of permanent magnet,

core, small iron piece and the diaphragm.)

3.2. Synonym extraction. Here are some rules used to extract synonym relation.
Using comma as mark to cut sentences into units, there is Ǒ¡/Ǒ¡Ǒ/�¡Ǒ/Ǒ�¡Ǒ/�¡/{¡/{¡Ǒ/q¡/q¡Ǒ/�¡Ǒ/�¡/¡Ǒ/q¶ (AKA) pattern, and the

word before and the word after AKA are synonym pair, shown as E5, except for the case
shown as E6 and E7.

E5. ��Nn4+{¡¬N+"
(Semiconductor triode is also called transistor.)
synonym pair: semiconductor triode, transistor
E6. ù«>Nì=�¡Ǒ��é>Nì"
(This capacitor is also known as anti-cross-linked capacitor.)
E7. �¡Ǒ“O�”"
(called “gain”.)

3.3. Tree structure generation. Based on our previous research results [13] relevant
to tree structure generation, user only needs to follow the instruction to upload a text
file in the format (parent class and subclass in a hierarchy structure separated by tab
character) shown below, a tree structure can be generated automatically.

Figure 2. A text file with content in hierarchy structure separated by tab character
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4. Platform and Its Features. Based on B/S architecture, the platform can be ac-
cessed directly via browser. The architecture of the platform is shown as Figure 3: the
view layer displays the information of the platform related to such services as browsing a
dictionary, editing and proofreading terms in a dictionary; the application layer controls
the platform’s functionality by conducting detailed processing; and the data layer includes
the data persistence mechanisms of the platform.

Its main features include:
(1) Upload an existing dictionary to the platform shown as Figure 4;
(2) Upload a domain document to the platform to conduct hyponym and synonym

extraction shown as Figure 5;
(3) Manage extraction rules shown as Figure 6;
(4) Generate a tree structure shown as Figure 7;
(5) Edit and proofread terms in a semantic dictionary shown as Figure 8.

Figure 3. Architecture of semantic dictionary construction platform

Figure 4. Upload an existing dictionary to the platform
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Figure 5. Upload a domain document to the platform

Figure 6. Extraction rules management

Figure 7. Tree structure generation
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Figure 8. Edit and proofread terms in a semantic dictionary

5. Experiment and Analysis. We constructed two corpora in electronic field and chem-
ical field to extract hyponym and synonym relations. Precision rate of those entries that
the platform is capable of processing is chosen as the evaluation standard to verify the
effectiveness of our approach.

(1) Data from PHEI (Publishing House of Electronics Industry, China)
Processing 37.3% of the electronic corpus (1438/3882 entries), we extracted 783 hy-

ponym relations and 638 synonym relations, and the precision rate of this experiment is
shown as Table 1.

Table 1. Precision rate of electronic corpus relation extraction

hyponym relations synonym relations
PHEI 93.1% 88.23%

(2) Data from CIP (Chemical Industry Press, China)
Processing 35.27% of the chemical corpus (4290/12162 entries), we extracted 1523 hy-

ponym relations and 2767 synonym relations, and the precision rate of this experiment is
shown as Table 2.

Table 2. Precision rate of chemical corpus relation extraction

hyponym relations synonym relations
CIP 87.63% 96.45%

As can be seen from above, the precision rate for hyponym relation extraction is 93.10%
for PHEI and 87.63% for CIP. Our approach performed better in PHEI than in CIP,
which might be attributed to the following factors: 1) electronic corpus are relatively
smaller than chemical corpus; 2) most of hyponym relations in PHEI are covered by our
method. However, in synonym relation extraction, our method performed well in CIP,
simply because most chemicals have alternative names. Overall, the platform is capable
of processing more than 1/3 entries in both corpus, and the precision rate is above 87%.
From the view of semantic dictionary construction, these data are an essential resource
to build a domain semantic dictionary.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work. This paper proposes a framework to construct se-
mantic dictionary, takes a deep research on hyponymy, synonym relation extraction tech-
nologies, and develops a platform to facilitate the semantic dictionary construction pro-
cess. The experiments show that platform can effectively extract hyponymy and synonym
relations with precision rate above 87% in both electronic and chemical corpus, to provide
basic data for the construction of domain semantic dictionary. In the future, we plan to
introduce the results of domain ontology evolution to further improve the effective ex-
traction of hyponym and synonym relations with the help of web ontology construction
platform.
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